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Journey’s End

Synopsis

A life-size bronze sculpture commemorates the impact of the Santa Fe Trail on the development
of Santa Fe; two embedded fiberglass signs and an audio recording interpret the sculpture.

State(s): New Mexico
Byway(s): Santa Fe Trail National Scenic Byway
Category: Interpretation
Project Type: Pullout
Year Initiated: 2000
Year Completed: 2005

Person Submitting Project

Sabrina Pratt
City of Santa Fe Arts Commission
Post Office Box 909
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
Phone: 505-955-6707
E-mail: svpratt@santafenm.gov

Byway Leader

Laura Brewer
1001 Lincoln Avenue
Raton, New Mexico 87740
Phone: 575-445-2052
E-mail: lauralee1341@msn.com

State Or Indian Tribe Coordinator

Laurie Frantz
New Mexico
Phone: 505-827-8428
E-mail: laurie.frantz@state.nm.us

Project Description

The Santa Fe Arts Commission received Scenic Byways funds in 2000 to commemorate the
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impact of the Santa Fe Trail on the development of Santa Fe, part of a plan to educate people
about the City’s history through works of art. The project is a life-size bronze sculpture of a
covered wagon, pulled by six mules, which has bogged down traveling through a pass on its
way to the Santa Fe Plaza. A muleskinner is helping a mule that has stumbled, and an outrider is
looking back to see if he can help. A boy and his dog are running from Santa Fe to greet the
wagon. An Indian woman silently observes the scene from a distance. Two embedded fiberglass
signs and an audio recording interpret the sculpture. Reynaldo Rivera, a well-known New
Mexican sculptor of historical monuments, was chosen to create the monument. A brochure with
information about the monument, as well as the Santa Fe Trail in general, was also created. The
monument is located on the historic alignment of the Santa Fe Trail (ruts are visible nearby), on
the road to four museums, a well-traveled tourist route. From its installation, it has been so
successful that small tour buses would actually drive over the curb and around the sculpture for
a better view. The City constructed a turnout next to the monument to alleviate traffic jams, and
soon after added a bus stop. Printing of the brochures and supplemental landscaping completed
the project in August 2005.

Community involvement and Public Outreach

The project was conceived by the Art in Public Places Committee (AIPP), a sub-committee of
the City Arts Commission. A citizens committee identified an appropriate site. Once the site was
selected, an Artist Selection Committee reviewed artists’ proposals. The Committee included
neighborhood representatives, a member of the local Santa Fe Trail Chapter, a Santa Fe
Community College art professor, a former US Ambassador, and the Curator of the Governor’s
Gallery. A reception introduced the three finalists to the City Council, neighborhood association
board members, and various committee members. A model of the final selection was publicly
displayed at the Museum of Indian Arts and Culture (MIAC) for several days. An evening
reception allowed the public to examine the model and talk to the artist. The Native American
Advisory Committee of MIAC reviewed the work for appropriateness from a Native American
viewpoint. After widespread approval of the project, Reynaldo started work.

Partnerships

Many people and organizations invested in this project and can take credit for its success:
National Park Service: Advised on the interpretive panels format and content; assisted with
hiring consulting company for the panels.
Museum of New Mexico: Provided the site; contributed $8,000 from a NPS award; provides
ongoing maintenance; provided its Native American Advisory Committee to consult on the role
of Native Americans in the history of the Santa Fe Trail.
Santa Fe Community College: Gave time for Sculpture Department chair to serve on the artist
selection committee.
The End of the Trail Chapter, Santa Fe Trail Association: A representative served on the
artist selection committee; members provided refreshments for the dedication.
Santa Fe Trail Neighborhood Association: Provided a representative for selection committee;
provided volunteer labor at construction site.
Reynaldo Rivera and Richard Borkovetz: The artist and landscape architect worked to submit
a design that pleased the community.

Advancing The Goals Of The Byway's Corridor Management
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This project fulfilled and continues to promote the following goals in the Corridor Management
Plan for the Santa Fe Trail National Scenic Byway:

Foster understanding of the Trail as a conduit for commerce and cultural exchange.
Increase public awareness and appreciation of the Santa Fe Trail’s historical important and
significance.
Visitors should understand the role of the railroad in 1880 and its continuing impact on the
Trail corridor (interpretive panel).
Demonstrate how the Trail impacted and shaped cultures, economies and governments.
(panel and brochure).
Emphasize and develop the educational aspects of Santa Fe Trail projects.
Function as a focal point for the collection, analysis and dissemination of information on
and the promotion of the Santa Fe Trail in New Mexico.

Describe Project's Innovation

Interpretive projects are often limited to signage or buildings that house interpretive information.
This sculpture embodies interpretation, especially for its emotional impact on visitors. The
bronze sculpture is an effective, non-traditional method of educating visitors about the Santa Fe
Trail National Scenic Byway and its historic intrinsic quality. The sculptor researched the time
period extensively to make sure that he accurately portrayed every detail of the work. Historians
verified his design. The characters, the composition’s motion and the use of natural landscaping
bring the visitor back into the time period in a way mere signs could not.

The sculpture draws people out of their cars: children climb on the mules, parents circle the
sculpture to view every detail, and then they discover the interpretive panels and an audio
history. The sculpture brings much more attention to the Trail than a conventional interpretive
project would, because you can’t avoid it: it’s on the road to four museums, a route that
hundreds of tourists travel every day. Santa Fe has art on virtually every street corner, but
“Journey’s End” stands out and is visited more often than any other piece.

Primary Funding Sources

Funds contributed from local or State sources: $74,750
Funds contributed from Federal sources: $267,000
Funds contributed from other sources: $2,000
Total cost of project: $323,750

During this project, we learned:

The Scenic Byways Coordinator had a format for payment requests that we weren’t following at
the start.
We needed an internal system in addition to the City’s accounting system for tracking the grant
funds and requests for reimbursement.
Partnerships require detailed conversations about expectations to be successful.
The National Park Service’s Long Distance Trails office had a great deal of expertise to offer
regarding interpretive exhibits.
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If we were to do it again, we would:

Arrange for our accountant to meet with the Coordinator and discuss the payment request
process before beginning the project.
Consult partners before writing the application for National Scenic Byways Program funds.
Have a lengthier discussion about the final product and put the understandings in writing before
agreeing to collaborate.
Set up spreadsheets and review them at least monthly against the City’s accounting system.

Supporting Images for this Project

Wide view of the sculpture from the street. (credit Don Gray)

Tourists studying one of the two interpretive panels. (credit Ayla Bystrom-Williams)

Detail shot of mules and muleskinner. (credit Don Gray)
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